


Forward
Shaping the lives of the people of the world with worthy ideas is what 
TEDX is all about. TEDx University of Stirling has been established as an 
annual ritual to spread ideas that are worth sharing. We are glad to pres-
ent to you this tantalizing edition of TEDx University of Stirling which has 
been appropriately themed: ' Shaping Strategic Changes' 
 
The primary aim of everything TEDx is to parade a pride of bright minds 
that will give persuasive, educative and incisive ideas that are worth shar-
ing any day, any time; anywhere. This edition is not a dissent to our radical 
belief that knowledge well utilized can breed rapid and positive changes. 
 
You will find in this rich version of TEDx University of Stirling charming 
depths of knowledge ranging from mental health, entrepreneurship, artifi-
cial intelligence, and climate change. Take this potpourri of goldmine in the 
form of firebrand ideas and use them judiciously in effecting strategic 
changes in your life and those around you.

Aliyu Olateju 
Licensee/Lead Organizer 



What is TED?

TED is a nonprofit devoted to spreading ideas, 
usually in the form of short, powerful talks (18 
minutes or less). TED began in 1984 as a con-
ference where Technology, Entertainment and 
Design converged, and today covers almost all 
topics — from science to business to global 
issues — in more than 100 languages. TED 
believe passionately in the power of ideas to 
change attitudes, lives and, ultimately, the 
world.

TED is building a clearinghouse of free knowl-
edge from the world's most inspired thinkers — 
and a community of curious souls to engage 
with ideas and each other, both online and at 
TED and TEDx events around the world, all 
year long.

What is TEDx?

TEDx is a grassroot initiative, created in the spirit of 
TED's overall mission to research and discover 
“ideas worth spreading.” TEDx brings the spirit of 
TED to local communities around the globe through 
TEDx events. It builds a community of like-minded indi-
viduals and groundbreakers within the environment 
through talks and presentations. These events are orga-
nized by passionate individuals who seek to uncover 
new ideas and to share the latest research in their local 
areas that spark conversations in their communities. 
TEDx events include live speakers and recorded TED 
Talks, and are organized independently under a free 
license granted by TED. These local, self-organized 
events are branded TEDx, where x = independently 
organized TED event.  These events are not controlled 
by TED, but event organizers agree to abide by TED 
format, and are offered guidelines for curation, speaker 
coaching, event organizing and more. More than 3000 
events are now held annually.



About TEDx University of Stirling

TEDx University of Stirling aims to bring the spirit of TED to the university 
of Stirling and its local community. 

We aim to bring people together to contribute diversely, uniquely to 
making one another better by spreading knowledge that can help make 
inform decisions. This convergence of people forms a community that 
bears the sense of functional groups, where everyone has something 
unique to bring to the table. 



The Theme

The COVID 19 pandemic happened at an unprecedented time in human 
history. Many economies around the world were adversely affected by this 
unexpected occurrence as lives were lost, health systems collapsed, 
people lost their jobs, and GDPs around the world decreased. 

All these occurrences spur individuals and communities to change the 
way they think and do things. People began to explore ways to adequately 
prevent and mitigate the effect of such unforeseen events in the nearest 
future. Ideas were birthed to strategically shape our communities. 

Some of these ideas have developed into projects that are currently 
impacting the community in various ways. Experts in various field are 
implementing solutions that are effecting change across diverse areas of 
life.  

The thought to share knowledge and drive ideas among individuals 
birthed the theme “Shaping Strategic Changes” to influence cutting-edge 
change within the University and Community at large. 



11:00  Stream     TEDx Intro
11: 05  Welcome Address   Aliyu Olateju 
11:10  Speaker 1    Zoi Asimaki 
11:25  Speaker 2    Ally Zlatar
11:40  Break
11:55  Speaker 3    Prof Markus
12:10  Speaker 4    Cara de Lange 
12:25  Break/Refreshment
12:50  Speaker 5    Dr Tawnya Selene
13:05  Speaker 6    Miguel Luengo-Gomez
13:20  Speaker 7    Catherine Pemble
13:35  Close   Ayodeji Jimoh 

Agenda



Speakers

Adapting for an older world
Researcher
Catherine Pemble

A social scientist and researcher who believes that housing can be a 
gateway to a better future. She works with the Designing Homes for 
Healthy Cognitive Ageing team at the University of Stirling where the 
team explores the different ways that adaptations and supportive 
home design can support people to live more comfortably at home as 
they age. Their research will guide changes to policy and practice 
across the UK by influencing working with industry partners, local 
authorities, and older people to improve the houses we live in today 
while we design the homes of the future



Speakers

The Accidental Entrepreneur: Community Engagement 
through creative writing 

Dr Tawnya Selene

She graduated with a DFA in Creative Writing from The University 
of Glasgow and an MFA in Experimental Writing from Goddard 
College. She founded her small business Beyond Form Creative 
Writing in September 2021 in order to create a home for artists 
working across mediums to explore experimental forms. In May 
2022 her collection prompts were published with Orangeapple 
Press. In May 2019 she published her experimental poetry collec-
tion this exquisite corpse with Calenture Press. She has published 
essays and poetry across a variety of online platforms. Dr. Renelle 
guest lectures at Glasgow School of Art, University of Glasgow, 
and Edinburgh Napier. She has also taught with non-profit organi-
sations including Kairos Women+ in Paisley and Give a Dog a 
Bone in Shawlands. She recently received a Renfrewshire Culture 
and Heritage grant and will be starting a free creative writing pro-
gram in Paisley. For more information please head to her website: 
https://www.beyondformcreativewriting.com/ or you can find her 
on Instagram @tawnyarenelle and @beyondformcreativewriting. 
Dr. Renelle is dedicated to fostering a community of like-minded 
folks who want to explore and experiment in their creative work

Creative Writer



Speakers

Climate Anxiety & Art Activism 

Ally Zlatar

Ally Zlatar is an artist and climate activist. Her background is in Cura-
torial Studies (MLlitt) and her PhD is in Creative Arts and Mental 
Health. Currently she is teaching at the University of Glasgow. Ally 
Zlatar has received the highest accolade a young person can achieve 
for their humanitarian work; winner of The Princess Diana Legacy 
Award 2021, on the 50 Women in ESGs List (2022), Y20 Award Final-
ist for Diversity and Inclusion (Youth 20 by G20 Summit) and also spe-
cial recognition from The British Citizen Award 2022.

Climate Activist 



Speakers

Re-wilding Natural Habitats with flying Robots and AI 

Professor Markus Krebsz

Markus is an Honorary Professor at Stirling University (United King-
dom), a Professor of Practice at Woxsen University (India) and a 
Co-founder/NED/Board member at several FinTech start- and 
scale-ups in the Civil society, DLT/Crypto and Neo-banking realms. 
He creates unique workflows deploying turn-key sUAVs (‘drones’) 
with off-the-shelf artificial intelligence apps researching ecosystem 
risks. As UN expert group work stream leader, he conducts participa-
tory research focusing on developing policy recommendations, soft 
law and regulatory guidance for governments aimed at Artificial intelli-
gence, Neurotechnology and Robotics (‘AiNR-Tech’). Markus is also 
an ethical hacker and published author/editor of more than 25 books 
and other publications on governance, risk management and AI.

AiNR-Tech policy advisor & Drone operator



Speakers

The Future is Insane

Zoi Asimaki

A Biology student in the University of Stirling, with specific interest in 
Astrobiology and the exploration of extra-terrestrial environments. By 
investigating the effects of controlled organic components on a 
NATURA 2000 protected area in Greece, she was inspired to investi-
gate the link between the world of global conservation with the unex-
plored cosmos. Two years ago, she was offered a “befriending” posi-
tion, where she provided emotional guidance to children facing 
mental health difficulties and was determined to unearth mechanisms 
to overcome such obstacles. Pushing the human body to the limit was 
her approach to understand the origins of mental strength. A year ago, 
she joined the local Hill Running group, where she was introduced to 
the world of ultra-running and was the first Greek person to compete 
in a 50k Ultra race in Chile [Ultra Paine], and come second in her cat-
egory.

Athlete 



Speakers

The Corporate World is Broken. What is Next?

Cara de Lange

Cara de Lange is a specialist in the science of burnout. A visionary 
author, wellbeing consultant and futurist, she founded Softer Success 
to provide evidence-backed burnout solutions for businesses. Work-
ing with the world's top universities, researchers and psychologists, 
she created the ground-breaking, anonymous wellbeing assessment 
A Walk 'A Walk Through the Forest', which can diagnose the risk of 
workplace toxicity & burnout in 90 seconds. Having experienced burn-
out herself, working in fast-paced, multinational companies such as 
Google and Reckitt Benckiser, Cara is committed to helping people 
restore their overstimulated nervous systems and rewire their neural 
pathways to live a more balanced life. Her work builds on the UN Sus-
tainable Development Goals of good health and wellbeing.

Burnout Expert



Speakers

Where is my strength?

Miguel Luengo-Gomez

Sport and Exercise Science undergraduate, fitness instructor and still 
considered a performance athlete in his late 40s, Miguel Luengo-Go-
mez combines his working time between coaching high-performance 
athletes at the University of Stirling, and instructing fitness classes or 
being a helpful presence at university gym. Passionate about sports, 
especially American football, where Miguel has reached top levels, 
like representing his country with the National Team in several occa-
sions. Extremely competitive, but still capable of taking a defeat, 
shaping it into a challenge that made him strive above and beyond his 
limits.

Fitness Instructor



Sponsorship/Budget Manager

Mentor

Event ManagerLicensee and Lead Organizer

Technical/webmaster DesignerCommunications, editorial 
and marketing

Our Team

Aliyu Oladimeji Olateju Aenora Veillon  Ayodeji Jimoh

Hamdan Mujeeb Jummah Fred Obiri Dr Kevin Swingler



Rory Donaldson: Lead
Jubilea Kucerova: Photographer
Ella Shaw: Videographer
Johanna Schaefer: Videographer
Faye McKellar: Videographer
Stella Beitinger: Editor 

Tom Mason: Stage Manager 
Ugonna Oleh
Bonrich Noronha 
Pranoti Mahalle
Daniela Estefania Bravo Tobar
Juan Ignacio Correa
Ninon Manighetti
Marie Geisbusch 
Shreyas Rajmohan
Helena Severová

Mariam Badmus
Alayande Ayantola 
Ailis Foster
Ojikutu Shola Gabriel
Oredola Ibrahim
Jimoh Oladunni

Professor Simon Mackenzie
Head, institute of Aquaculture 
University of Stirling

Dr Kevin Swingler 
Head of Computing Science and Mathematics 
division, University of Stirling 
Grace McArthur 

Photography 
and Videography 
Team 

We would like to say 
thank you to the 
following people for 
their contribution in 
making this event a 
success:

If you would like to join TEDx University 
of Stirling, kindly fill out the form on 
tedxuniversityofstirling.com.

Event 
Management 
Team

Mentor/
Staff Adviser

Host




